
SPACE TO C



Collaboration is a way of working
in teams, which makes use of all the
cumulative experience of the team
towards achieving a task. By researching
ways to encourage this type of
collaboration in educational spaces,
this set of cards was developed to helpthis set of cards was developed to help
the users embed collaboration through
Design, behaviors and remember cards.



SPACE TO C
co-design
co-create
collaborate



Try to speak in a 
common language
 with your colleagues



Start a conversation with
 some of your colleagues 
that you normally don’t have
 any interaction with



Sit on a different seat
every day



Play-role the lesson



Rotate the team’s members
 so everyone will end up
working with a different

 team



Ask teams to work on the
 other team’s project for
a certain period of time.



Let the teams to build
 their presentation instead of 

talking through it



Create rituals in the space
 that can transform mundane
into magic moments



Ask the teams to gather on
 scheduled intervals to brief
 on what they were 
doing to each other’s



Change the location of the
 lesson



SPACE TO C
co-design
co-create
collaborate



Use a subtle chromatic 
range with many 

shades that can generate
vigor and variety.



Assign different colors to
different sections of 
the space considering the
functions and the moods



Creating an open ceiling
design can contribute to 
the curiosity around the 
users and encourage 

questions



Using grid system made
with steel or aluminum
support rapid setup and
create an infrastructure for
storage and displays



There is an impact of heat
on the performance of
the space users, and it
differs according to the
task performed



When an average person
is comfortable, a substantial
fraction of people may
experience the room as
too hot or too cold



Thermal comfort is setting
to fulfill one of the basic
needs for efficiency
and productivity.



Classrooms features a
speech intelligibility rating
of 75% or less, listeners
with normal hearing can
understand only 75% of the 
words read from a list



Use soft furnishing materials
to absorb sound



Use acoustical ceiling
tiles with noise reduction
 co-efficient of 0.70 

or higher



Use hard walls surfaces 
on the front to reflect 
sound to the rear



If in an open plan space,
ensure providing lots of
soundproofing claddings

or carpet



Keep the ID pictures of all
 the space users on

the wall



Provide large and empty
walls to allow users visually
communicate by putting
their ideas on walls.



Equip all the walls with
chalkboards or whiteboards
for easily brainstorming



Design the doors to be
transparent and allow
visual interaction.



Consider large doors that
swivel 360’ to open and
close spaces as needed



Vary the sources and use
of lighting such as ambient,
task and accent lighting



Lighting has an impact on
creating a cheerful\happy

environment



Natural lighting source
is very necessary in the
classroom. It prevents glare
and excessive UVs



Windows that provide
natural lighting provide
also visual access to the

outdoors that is important to
the circadian rhythms and

sleep cycle



Equip the space with
domestic features to help
nurture group activities



Create the space to allow
transition, let the users flow
where changing positions
encourage collaboration



Create gathering spaces
for people formally gather
away from the routine



Provide a (Hide place),
where users can relax

and retreat



By making the space Agile
(reconfigured on a dime),
it will engage different kind
of learners and teachers



Turn the space to a museum,
by letting the users access
an environment rich in
evocative objects to pick
what they like to engage with



If enough space is available,
create a room for full-scale

prototyping



Use casters all over
furniture to smoothly
allow modifications



Low height furniture allows
the light to circulate freely



Use separation free furniture
to allow interaction



Use self assemble-able
and disassemble-able

furniture



Give the users furniture
that let them twist and lean
safely, the movement will
increase their ability to

concentrate



Use flexible furniture
that can be grouped into
different compositions



Storage should be at
least 30% of the space



Storage spaces must be
as transparent as possible



Keep a cart of materials
that can be used for

prototyping and as users can
share the excessive materials

with others



Use a portable cart in the
space for moving heavy

items around



SPACE TO C
co-design
co-create
collaborate



Keep within hands a variety
of tools to encourage space 

modification



Put signage in the space to
help users to know exactly 
where are things and what
is the space used for



Keep the statement of
purpose well seen

to clearly define the intent
of using the space.



I hear and I forget,
I see and I remember,
I do and I understand



Display the work produced
 currently or in the past 

visible to all,
 encouraging comments 
and ways for improvemnts



Exhibit the work in a public 
space and invite people 

to attend 



Keep the space highly 
resolved but not 
highly refined



Keep the space organized
to avoid time wasted 
searching for tools and

other stuff



People coming from
different countries and 
different cultures require
 some methods to help them
 adapt to the environment


